
POWERBOX Disassembly&Reassembly Sop 

This SOP is for the New light PCB parallel function powerbox 

(products after March 27,2020（DE23112003270001)）. 

Disassembly: 

1. Remove the screws*6,open the cover 

 

2. Ensure the DC Breaker on the side of POWERBOX is at off 

state,and the POWERBOX is at off state. 

 

3. Remove the brackets*4,and cut the cable ties 
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4. Disconnect all the cable on the 1 # module,then remove 

1#module out.Follow this step remove the others modules 

from 2#,3#,4#. 
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Reassembly 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The new PCB add a DIP,please keep 

it off,don’t change anyting 

The new PCB 2*RJ45 comm port is 

different,Top one is OUT,Bottom 

one is IN.Cable from 4# moudule 

OUT to PCB IN,cable from PCB OUT 

to POWERBOX output CAN OUT.    



1.Put 2#module into the box.Connect the red powercable from 

DC breaker to the left positive socket firstly,then put in completely. 

          

           

2.Put 1#module into the box,make it above the 2#module.Then 

connect the parallel power cable between 2# and 1#. 

 

3.Put 4# and 3# into the box, 3# is above 4#. Then connect the 

parallel power cable between 4# and 3#. 

  



4. Connect the parallel power cable between 1# and 3#.Connect 

the negative output cable from negative socket to 4#.  

 

5. Connect the communication cable between module and 

module.Plug the cable from POWERBOX output CAN IN into 

1#CAN IN port.Then 1#CAN OUT to 2#CAN IN,2#CAN OUT to 

3#CAN IN,3#CAN OUT to 4# CAN IN.The cable from 

POWERBOX PCB IN port to 4# CAN OUT. 

           



     

6. Connect the Dry Contact cable : 

 

 

 



(1) This P3-4850 1#(or 1# left)cable,plug it into the 1#module’s 

left dry contact port,and the others Dry contact cable are all 

in the modules’ right dry contact port.this is very 

important!wrong connection will cause 

the BMS damaged. 

        

 

(2) Plug the cable which labeled the 1#(1#right),2#,3#,4# into 

the compatible module’s right dry contact port. 

7. Ensure the module 1# DIP mode is right with compitable 

inverter model,the others module DIP keeps 0000. 



 

8. Ensure each module’s POWER SWITCH is at on state,this is 

important. 

 

9. Turn on the DC breaker,start the powerbox by powerbox 

button,to check the LED and button cycle ring shows normally. 

 



10. Turn off the powerbox by long pressing the powerbox 

button,wait 1 minute after the powerbox being off.If the 

powerbox doesn’t start automatically,it means this powerbox 

is OK.Then you can turn off the DC breaker. 

 

11. Organize and bundle cables with cable ties 

 

12. Recover the lid,then repost a new Volid label ,you make it.  

 


